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Abstract 
This thesis explores both old and new graphics techniques with the purpose of 
creating realistic smoke with visually volumetric qualities for real-time applications. 
The goal is to create a system which can produce more realistic smoke that is not 
affected by the common billboarding problems (clipping geometry and popping 
artifacts). It focuses on a blend of billboard- and shader-methods to achieve an 
improved visual result of smoke. The thesis also presents its own implementation 
which is based upon a mix (of some but not all) of the mentioned methods. 
 
 

Sammanfattning 
Detta examensarbete undersöker både gamla och nya grafiska tekniker med syfte att 
skapa realistisk rök med visuellt volymetriska egenskaper för realtidsapplikationer. 
Målet är att skapa ett system som kan producera mer realistisk rök som inte är 
påverkad av de typiska billboarding problemen (klippande geometri, flimmrande 
artefakt). Den fokuserar på en blandning av billboard- och shader-methoder för att 
uppnå ett förbättrat visuellt resultat av rök. Examensarbetet presenterar också en  
egen implementation som är baserad på en sammanslagning (av några men inte 
alla) av de omnämnda metoderna. 
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Preface 
This thesis was written at Starbreeze Studios with the purpose of creating visually 
volumetric smoke for their graphics engine by applying new and old graphics 
techniques. Initially this thesis was supposed to focus on voxel simulations, but it 
quickly became apparent such heavy computational methods are still not an option 
for modern games specifically those targeted towards different platforms and when 
the effect needs to be used on a larger scale. 
 
I would like to thank everyone at Starbreeze Studios for being so nice, helpful and 
making me feel welcomed, especially my mentor Joel deVahl. 
I also want to thank graphics artists David Rothelius, Carl Sturk and Joakim Wikberg 
for their help with providing me with textures for the implementation. 
 
Peter Lindgren (mail@peterlindgren.eu), Uppsala, 3. June. 2008 

mailto:mail@peterlindgren.eu
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
Graphics hardware is growing performance wise at an incredible rate, this extreme 
development rate is due to the ever demanding consumers of the computer games 
entertainment industry. Realistic and spectacular effects are the bread and butter of 
modern games, and they quickly grow old requiring even more realism. Graphics 
hardware is today able to create extremely complex and realistic fluid & gaseous 
simulations in real-time; but the hardware is still a fair way from being able to run 
such heavy computations alongside other mechanics such as Artificial Intelligence 
and physics in games. Because the graphics hardware is still not there yet, game 
developers are still improving and creating new effective methods of mimicking 
realism. Smoke, fire and explosions are some of the most common effects, current 
methods to create these effects are by various “cheats” to mimic reality! But because 
most of these effects are mockups to create the illusion of realism they come with an 
array of problems. 
 
My research question during this thesis work was: 

 How realistic smoke can be achieved by blending standard billboarding- and 
modern shader-techniques. 

 

1.2 Goal and purpose 
The goal and purpose of this thesis is to present the reader with an array of different 
graphics techniques which can be mixed to create more realistic smoke effects. It 
also presents an implementation consisting of some of the described techniques with 
a detailed description with screenshots. 
 

1.3 Thesis Outline 
I begin with some of the theory behind different spaces (coordinate systems), 
billboards, particle systems, shaders, texture mapping and fill rate-issues. That is 
followed by an illustration of my own implementation using some of the mentioned 
methods. After this the thesis presents a few screenshots of the implementations 
results. Lastly I give some of my own thoughts about how to measure the results and 
what might be worth a continued research. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Coordinate Systems 
Coordinate systems are used in order to represent points 
in spaces by a series of numbers. Usually Cartesian 
coordinates are used, as these are the easiest to work 
with. Figure 2.2 illustrates Cartesian coordinate systems. A 
coordinate system can also be called a “space”. On its way 
to the screen a model is transformed into several different 
spaces. Originally, a model resides in its own object space 
which simply means it has not been transformed at all1. 
Figure 2.1 illustrates the different steps through spaces 
when rendering. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

2.1.1 World space 
The world coordinate system forms the “base” on which you can think of all other 
coordinates being defined. Usually its origin is at the center of the game world, and 
its axes might be aligned with directions like north/south, east/west, and up/down. 
This is the coordinate system in which most of the level geometry such as rooms, 
hallways and landscape is defined. 
 

2.1.2 Object space 
Each model in a game that is separate from the world – for instance, the model of a 
crate or a tree will be defined in its own local coordinate system, also called object 
coordinates or body coordinates. This is good because it allows you to do instancing; 
the same model can be used many times in a game level, and each time it can 
appear in a different position and orientation. Instead of using a different copy of the 
model data in world coordinates for each time the object appears, only one copy is 
needed. 
 

Figure 2.1: Rendering pipeline for spaces 

Figure 2.2: Cartesian coordinate system. 
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2.1.3 Camera space 
This coordinate system is aligned with the eye or camera. Usually, the X axis is to the 
right, the Y axis is up (corresponding to the X and Y axes of the screen), and the Z 
axis points into or out of the screen depending on whether the coordinate system is 
left-handed or right-handed. In order to render objects in the world, everything in its 
must be transformed to eye coordinates. 
 

2.1.4 Tangent space 
For certain types of fragment shaders it is necessary to work in tangent space. This is 
a coordinate system that is aligned to a single triangle, with the X and Y axes pointing 
along the surface and the Z axis parallel to the triangle’s normal vector6. There may 
be a single tangent space for each triangle in a model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.2 Billboard 
Billboards are images mapped onto polygons which are always facing the viewer to 
give the illusion of a complete 3D object. Billboarding combined with alpha texturing 
and animation can represent many phenomena that do not have solid surfaces. 
Because the billboard is always facing the viewer the forward vector is always rotated 
to point towards the camera. Billboards are very often used for grass, particles, 
explosions and other special effects. 
 

2.2.1 Impostors 
Impostors are billboards that are create on the fly by rendering complex objects from 
the current viewpoint into an image texture, which then is mapped onto the billboard. 
The impostor can be used for a few instances of the object or a few frames so that a 
speed increase is achieved1. Sometimes impostors are called sprites. In practice 
impostors should be faster to draw than the object it represents, and it should closely 
resemble the object. 
 

Figure 2.3: Tangent space 
coordinate system. 
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2.2.2 Screen-Aligned Billboard 
The simplest form of billboard is a screen-aligned billboard. Just like a two-
dimensional sprite the billboarded image is always parallel to the screen and has a 
constant up vector. This type of billboard’s surface normal is always the negation of 
the view plane’s normal. Screen-aligned billboards are useful for information such as 
annotation text, as the text will always be aligned with the screen itself. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

2.2.3 Axial Billboard 
Axial billboards are billboards that are constrained along a single axis. Axial 
billboards can rotate around only one axis, giving them the appearance of a long and 
thin object. Usually billboards rotate around two axes to face the viewer, giving the 
appearance of a small spherical object. Axial billboards does not normally face 
straight-on towards the viewer. Instead it is allowed to rotate around some fixed world 
space axis and align itself so as to face the viewer as much has possible within this 
range. Axial billboards are a common technique used for displaying trees, or “beam” 
effects such as lasers or lightsabers. A problem with the axial billboarding technique 
is that if the viewer flies over the trees and looks straight down, the illusion is ruined, 
as the trees will look like the cutouts they are. 
 

Figure 2.4: Screen & View aligned billboard illustrations 
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2.2.4 World-Oriented Billboard 
The previously mentioned billboarding techniques can be used to create circular 
sprites such as particles, as the up vector direction actually is irrelevant for these. If 
the camera rolls, I.e., rotates along its view direction axis, due to symmetry, the 
appearance of the sprites does not change. For other sprites, the screen’s up vector 
is normally not appropriate. Using the same rotation matrix for all sprites carries a 
risk. The problem arises because of the nature of the perspective projection. The 
projection warps objects that are away from the view direction axis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

2.2.5 Nailboards/ Depth Sprites 
If the texture of an impostor is added with depth information, we get a related 
rendering primitive called a depth sprite or a nailboard. The texture image is a RGB 
image with a ∆ parameter for each pixel, forming an RGB∆ texture. The ∆ stores the 
depth deviation from the depth sprite polygon to the correct depth of the geometry 
that the depth sprite represents4. Figure 2.6 illustrates a scene using nailboards. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: A view of four spheres, with a wide field of view. 
The upper left is a billboard texture of a sphere, using view 
plane alignment. The upper right billboard is viewpoint 
oriented. The lower row shows two real spheres. 

Figure 2.6: Nailboards 
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2.2.6 Billboard clipping and popping artifacts 
Billboards are planar rectangles with no extension along one dimension. This causes 
problems when intersecting opaque objects making the intersection very noticeable2. 
Figure 2.7 illustrates the clipping artefact. Billboards fade objects that are behind it 
according to the transparency as if the object were fully behind the sphere of the 
particle. However, those objects that are in front of the billboard plane are not faded 
at all, thus transparency changes abruptly at the object-billboard intersection. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Another common problem with ordinary billboards is when the camera moves into the 
media; in this case the billboard is either behind or in front of the front clipping plane 
and the transition between the two stages is instantaneous. Figure 2.8 illustrates the 
popping problem. To avoid incorrect clipping, billboards can be equipped with per-
pixel depth information, for example nailboards and 2.5D impostors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Billboard artefact when 
intersecting an opaque object. 

Figure 2.8: Billboard popping problem, the 
billboard is either fully visible or fully invisible 
due to camera front clipping plane. 
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2.2.7 Spherical Billboards 
Spherical billboards2 solves the problem of billboard popping and clipping artefacts. 
Billboard clipping artefacts are solved by calculating the real path length a light ray 
travels inside a given particle since this length determines the opacity value to be 
used during rendering. Figure 2.9 illustrates the theory. Unlike nailboards, spherical 
billboards can also handle semi transparent billboards needed for natural 
phenomena, such as fire smoke, clouds and explosions. Instead of assuming that a 
particle is represented by a planar rectangle spheres are used to obtain the distance 
travelled. The particle is still sent through the rendering pipeline as quadrilateral 
primitives and the spherical shape is only taken into account during the fragment 
processing. The quads are placed at the farthest point of the particle sphere to avoid 
unwanted front plane clipping. Disabling depth test is needed to eliminate incorrect 
object-billboard clipping. From the resulting interval the opacity for each fragment can 
be computed such a way that both fully and partially visible particles are displayed 
correctly, giving the illusion of a volumetric medium. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.3 Particle Systems 
A particle system5 is a gathering of separate small object that are set into motion 
using algorithms. A particle system is not a form of rendering but a method of 
animation and simulation. Particle systems are commonly used to create phenomena 
such as smoke, fire or explosions. During the lifetime of a particle system simulation 
particles are created, moved, and deleted; usually with some random factors to avoid 
generic behavior. Each particle could be represented by a single point or a billboard 
rendered onto the screen. Particle systems can also be implemented on the graphics 
processing unit through vertex or fragment shaders. 
 
 
 
 
 

 Figure 2.10: Particle system 

Figure 2.9: Computation of length 
∆s the ray segment travels inside a 
particle sphere of radius r and of 
centre P. 
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2.4 Shaders 
A shader is a set of software instructions which is used by the graphics processing 
unit primarily to perform rendering effects. Shaders are used to allow a 3D application 
designer to program the Graphics Processing Unit’s programmable pipeline, which 
has mostly superseded the older fixed-function pipeline, allowing more flexibility in 
making use of advanced Graphics Processing Unit programmability features. 
 

2.4.1 Vertex Shader 
Vertex shaders are run once for each vertex received on the graphics processor. The 
purpose is to transofmr each vertex’s 3D position in virtual space to the 2D 
coordinate at which it appears on the screen. Vertex shaders can manipulate 
properties such as position, colour, and texture coordinates. The output of the vertex 
shader goes to the next stage in the pipeline; the rasterizer. 
 

2.4.2 Fragment Shader 
Fragment shaders (also known as Pixel shaders) calculate the colour of individual 
pixels. The input to this stage comes from the rasterizer, which fills in the polygons 
being sent through the graphics pipeline. Fragment shaders are typically used for 
scene lighting and related effects such as bump mapping and colour toning. 
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2.5 Texture Mapping 

2.5.1 Bump mapping 
Bump mapping is a computer graphics technique that makes a surface appear 
uneven in some manner, bumpy wrinkled, wavy, etc. Figure 2.11 illustrates an 
example. The result is a richer more detailed surface representation that more closely 
resembles the details without adding extra polygons to the model, e-g-, folds in 
clothes or musculature on animals. The idea is that, instead of using a texture to 
change a color component in the illumination equation, we access a texture to modify 
the surface normal. Just as having a normal per vertex gives the illusion that the 
surface is smooth between polygons, modifying the normal per pixel changes the 
perception of the polygon surface itself. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.5.2 Normal mapping 
Normal mapping is an application of the technique known as bump mapping. Normal 
mapping is sometimes referred to as “Dot3 bump mapping”. This is the primary 
method of performing bump mapping on modern graphics hardware. Instead of 
storing the extra data in a single channel, the actual normals for the surface are 
stored as (x, y, z channels) in a normal map.  The value for each channel usually 
represents the xyz coordinates of the normal in the point corresponding to that texel. 
Figure 3.4 illustrates the normal map. The 8-bit values are mapped to [-1,1], e.g., or 
the x-axis the  value 0 represents -1.0 and 255 represents 1.0. When computing the 
effect of a light source, the positional light source’s location is transformed to the 
surface’s tangent space basis at each vertex. The coordinates of each vertex’s light 
vector are interpolated across the surface. Also the stored normal in the color 
channel is usually in tangent space. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.11: Bump mapping 

Figure 2.13: Normal map Figure 2.12: Surface light shading. 
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2.5.3 Parallax mapping 
Parallax mapping is an enhancement of bump mapping or normal mapping 
techniques applied to textures. This means that textures such as a stone wall will 
have more apparent depth and thus greater realism with less of an influence on the 
performance. Parallax mapping is implemented by displacing the texture coordinates 
at a point on the rendered polygon by a function of the view angle in tangent space 
and the value of the height map at the point. Relief mapping is another common 
name for this technique. Parallax mapping was introduced by Tomomichi Kaneko et 
al3 in 2001. Parallax mapping described by Kaneko is a single step process that does 
not account for occlusion. Subsequent enhancements have been made to the 
algorithm incorporating iterative approaches to allow for occlusion and accurate 
silhouette rendering4.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

2.6 Fill rate 
Fill rate is the number of pixels that can be drawn by a graphics card per second. 
When using complex shaders fill rate will go down, it is important to budget fill rate 
when designing effects for i.e. a game. The requirement of interactive rendering puts 
a limit on the amount of fill that can be used each frame, overflowing the limit will 
cause the frame rate to drop. Fill rate problems are aggravated by overdrawing; 
overdrawing occurs when an object is drawn to the frame buffer and then another 
object (such as a wall) is drawn on top of it, covering it up. Thus the time it took to 
draw the first object will be wasted and result in a performance drop. 

Figure 2.14: Parallax mapped stone wall 
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3 Implementation 
My goal for the implementation was to create smoke with visually volumetric qualities. 
After some research it was obvious how light and shadow was key factors in giving 
the illusion of depth, and also that turbulence would give the smoke life-like behavior. 
Scaling, rotating, translating and possibly animating the particles would represent the 
turbulence, while the normal mapping would account for the depth with highlights and 
shaded areas.  
The implementation was written for Starbreeze Studios in-house engine. 
 

3.1 Approach 
The implementation was created as a demonstration of said techniques, I tried to 
keep it simple but also flexible since I was not entirely sure what the initial results 
would look like and I also wanted to keep an open mind for experimentation. In the 
following sections I will describe my implementation with code and explanations. 
 

3.2 Particle System 
To create interesting and seemingly random turbulence within the behavior, a particle 
system was essential. I created the particle system with a very variable based 
approach; I wanted it to be easy to test different parameters without having to go 
through compiling. Simple functions like scaling and fading the particles during their 
lifetime gave the smoke a lot of life. I initialized the particles with randomly generated 
values using (an already present function in the engine) Mersenne-Twist algorithm. 
These initial values were enough to create what looked like random particle 
movement; but which was in fact the same particle movement during the particles 
lifetime, but due to different life times the particles cover up each other quite well. 
Here is some basic pseudo code for particle system: 

1. Initiate particles 
2. On Render 
3. Setup data pointers 
4. Loop through Particles 

a. If Particle is flagged to reset 
i. Reset Particle and continue loop onto the next Particle 

b. If Particle TimeAlive is greater or equal to Particle LifeTime 
i. Flag Particle to reset and continue loop onto the next Particle 

c. Calculate new Particle Position: X(t) = X0 + V*t + A*t 2/2 
d. If Particle fade flag set 

i. Calculate Opacity based on Particle TimeAlive 
e. If Particle scale flag set 

i. Calculate Scale based on Particle TimeAlive 
f. Fill Vertex Pointer with Particle Vertices 
g. Fill Texture Coordinates Pointer with Texture Coordinates 
h. Fill Index Pointer with Indices 
i. Fill Color Pointer with Particle Color and Opacity 
j. Fill Extra Texture Data Pointer with the Corresponding Vertex Position 
k. Fill Extra Texture Data Pointer 2 with Particle Position and Particle Sphere Radius 

5. Get Lights data 
6. Call Render function with Data Pointers and Light Data 
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3.3 Billboarding 
Smoke is not like tree’s that you normally can only survey around and not above or 
below, this required the billboarding to be spherical; so wherever the camera is in 
world space the billboard would always point towards it. During the rendering stage I 
perform simple batching to render all the billboards at the same time. Due to this 
‘optimization’ I had to billboard the vertices instead of a model matrix. Billboarding 
single vertices also resulted in some great simplifications for the fragment shader 
(See section 3.5 Solutions). To solve the billboard popping and clipping artifacts I 
implemented spherical billboarding (See section 3.4 The Fragment Shader). The 
vertex billboarding was performed by simply inverting the camera matrix and use the 
forward and right vectors to change the vertices position: 
CMat4Dfp32 InvVMat; 
_VMat.InverseOrthogonal(InvVMat); 
CVec3Dfp32 VRow0 = InvVMat.GetRow(0); 
CVec3Dfp32 VRow1 = InvVMat.GetRow(1); 
 
const fp32 c0 = (size*.5); 
pV[0] = Particle_Position + (VRow0 *  c0) + (VRow1 * -c0); 
pV[1] = Particle_Position + (VRow0 *  c0) + (VRow1 *  c0); 
pV[2] = Particle_Position + (VRow0 * -c0) + (VRow1 *  c0); 
pV[3] = Particle_Position + (VRow0 * -c0) + (VRow1 * -c0); 
 

3.4 The Fragment Shader 
I wrote the fragment shader from scratch in Starbreeze Studios own shader language 
HLSL “High Level Shading Language” (not to be confused with Microsoft’s HLSL). 
The shader performs spherical billboarding and supports multiple light sources for the 
normal map lighting.  
 

3.4.1 Parameters
To calculate view space positions for 
the depth buffer some view port 
parameters is passed into the shader. 

*envX     VPParam 
*envX     VPConst 
*envX     VPScale 

Camera position is needed when 
calculating the lighting on the normal 
map. 

 
*envX     EyePos 

 
I also passed the light positions and 
light intensity based on flags. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*if_light0{ 
  *envX     Light0Pos 
  *envX     Light0Int } 
*if_light1{ 
  *envX     Light1Pos 
  *envX     Light1Int } 
*if_light2{ 
  *envX     Light2Pos 
  *envX     Light2Int } 
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The texture samplers are the standard 
Diffuse, Normal and Depth textures. 
 

*tex2D_0 Sampler_Diffuse 
*tex2D_1     Sampler_Normal 
*tex2D_2   Sampler_Depth 

 
The attributes passed are color, texture 
UV coordinates for both the diffuse and 
normal textures. The screenUV is used 
to calculate the view space position of 
a depth buffer fragment. And finally the 
fragment position is passed in through 
the third texture coordinate. 

 
 
 
*color    iCol 
*texcoord0 texUV 
*texcoord1 screenUV 
*texcoord2 fragmPos 
 

 

3.4.2 Lighting 
When calculating the light based on the fragment normal three positions are needed, 
fragment position, light position and eye position. The following is a code section from 
the actual fragment shader where it calculates the fragments shade based on the 
light positions. 
float NormalCalc(float3 lightPosition) 
{ 
  float3 fragPos_WS = fragmPos.xyz;   // Worldspace 
  float3 lightPos_WS = lightPosition;  // Worldspace 
  float3 eyePos_WS = EyePos.xyz;   // Worldspace 
  float3 lightVector = normalize(lightPosition - fragmPos.xyz); 
  float3 eyeVector   = normalize(EyePos.xyz - fragmPos.xyz); 
  float3 right = float3(eyeVector.y, -eyeVector.x, 0.0); 
  float3 up = cross(eyeVector, right); 
 
  float4 normal_texel = texture2D(Sampler_Normal, texUV.xy); 
  float3 normal_ts = ConvertNormalTexel(normal_texel); // unpack 
  float3 normal_ws = normal_ts.x*forward + normal_ts.y*up - normal_ts.z*right; 
  return saturate( dot(lightVector, normal_ws)); 
} 
 
float adjustShade(float inShade) 
{ 
  return inShade*inShade; 
} 
 
To gain a less linear and more noticeable shade on the 
smoke I multiplied the calculated shade by itself to get 
a nice scaling of shade. Figure 3.1 illustrates the curve. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.1: Power of 2 curve. 
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3.4.3 Spherical Billboard 
The spherical billboarding is a direct adaptation of the method described in the theory 
section (See section 2.2.7 Spherical Billboards) proposed in Spherical Billboards and 
their Application to Rendering Explosions2. The opacity is caluclated by using simple 
trigonometry to compute the actual length a ray of light travels in the particle medium. 
float f = VPParam.x; 
float r = partPos.w; 
float tau = fragmPos.w; 
// P - The particle position 
// Q - The billboard point 
// Zs- The depth z value  
float Opacity(float3 P, float3 Q, float Zs) { 
  float alpha = 0.0; 
  float d = length(P - Q); 
  if(d < r)  { 
    float w = sqrt(r*r - d*d); 
    float F = P.z - w; 
    float B = P.z + w; 
    if(F > Zs) 
      return alpha; 
           
    float ds = min(Zs, B) - max(f, F); 
    alpha = 1.0 - exp(-tau * (1.0-d/r) * ds); 
  } 
  return alpha; 
} 
 

3.4.4 Final composition 
Finally the calculated shade based on light and opacity based on the spherical 
billboarding is composed into a final result. The following is a small code snippet from 
the shader where it composes the values. Figure 3.2 illustrates the spherical 
billboarding and lighting. 
 
float alpha = Opacity(ParticlePos, fragPos_VS, depth); 
shading += 
adjustShade(NormalCalc(Light0Pos.xyz))*Light0Int.xyz; 
float4 tex_diffuse = texture2D(Sampler_Diffuse, 
texUV.xy); 
 
oCol.xyz =  iCol.xyz * tex_diffuse.xyz * 
saturate(shading); 
oCol.w = iCol.w * tex_diffuse.w * alpha; 
 
 
The fading of the edges due to the spherical 
billboarding will apply to any opaque object that 
the depth buffer can read. 
 
 
 

Figure 3.2: Lighted spherical billboard 
fade-clipping an opaque object. 
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3.5 Textures 
The textures made the largest impact on the final results, and I will describe some of 
the issues that separated good from bad textures. During my tests of different normal 
maps and diffuse textures I found that to get a pleasing result the texture had to be 
very specific in term of shade and alpha. There were some key factors for creating a 
good texture: 
 
1. The coarseness of the normal map had to follow a very fine thread, too much 

turbulence created a texture that looked almost like sand or hair and too little 
turbulence caused the texture to look like a solid object. 

2. The textures diffuse looked better the weaker it was; too much diffuse made the 
texture look very solid. With tens of particles covering each other up and moving 
about, it created more interesting movement when the diffuse was weak. 

3. A patchy alpha was also important to keep the texture pattern not look solid. The 
patchy alpha worked very well when particles covered each other up and those 
patches created more dynamic movement within the smoke. 

4. The normal maps curvature needed to be steep enough to create a interesting 
shadow, it the curvature was to weak the texture would just look flat and boring 
without much depth. 

5. Animated textures created mostly poor results during my testing. Though this was 
mostly due to issues with my implementation not allowing me to run different time 
offsets per particle. 

6. An animated texture needed to have very subtle movement, too much turbulence 
caused the smoke to look unrealistic because it would lose its silhouette. 

 
Figure 3.3 illustrates the poor quality of an animated texture with far too strong diffuse 
and a too weak normal texture. 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 

 
 Figure 3.3: Animated diffuse, normal texture, and the result. 
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Here is another illustration (Figure 3.4) of a poor diffuse and normal texture; resulting 
in an undesired smoke effect. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
The normal textures shape was also very important to keep dynamic. If the normal 
texture was too static it would show in the end result, since all of the particles would 
create a combined silhouette. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.4: Diffuse, normal texture, and the result. 

Figure 3.5: A couple of diffuse and normal texture with different 
turbulence, in the end their results was very much the same 
because of the normal textures static shape.  
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One of the best texture was the first I used, it had the right amount of patchy diffuse 
and alpha with a normal map created by use of simple meta balls; figure 3.6 
illustrates. The normal texture could have needed some steeper edge normals to 
create a more apparent silhouette but the result was very good. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.6 Solutions 

As mentioned in section 3.3 I chose to batch together all of the particle systems 
vertices and billboard every vertex, this brought about a nice solution for fragment 
positions in the fragment shader. Adding the vertex positions into an extra texture 
coordinate allowed the Graphics Processor interpolate the positions during 
rasterization; just like a normal UV texture coordinate is interpolated (usually between 
0 and 1) to find the textures color on the correct pixel the billboards vertices were 
interpolated to find the fragments position between them. This provided an elegant 
access to the fragments position in the fragment shader. 

Figure 3.6: Diffuse, normal texture, and the result. 
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4 Results 
Here are some screenshots (Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3) of different particle system 
setups with different lighting setups. These images are of the particle system using 
billboarded vertices with the mentioned fragment shader creating spherical billboard 
effects and normal map lighting for multiple lightsources. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.1: Smoke results. 

Figure 4.2: Smoke intersecting with 
an opaque NPC, resulting in a nice 
alpha blending of the smoke. 
 

Figure 4.3: An all to strong 
texture creating unrealistic 
and solid-looking patterns 
within the smokes turbulence. 
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5 Discussion 
I think the results of this paper does show how techniques that might not have been 
intended to be used in effects such as smoke can be used to create new and 
interesting implementations. 
 

5.1 Conclusion 

5.1.1 Textures 
In the end the results required some very fine tuned textures. I had been hoping that 
bad textures would be more forgiving than they turned out to be. I am pleased with 
the shading from the normal map lighting; smoke with a good normal texture gained a 
strong silhouette due to the shading between dark and light. I would have liked to test 
more diverse textures but there was not enough time during my project. 
 

5.1.2 Animations 
I had also expected much better results from animated textures, though the issue of 
animation within the smoke not looking good was probably much due to a weakness 
in the particle system which prevented particles from animating the same texture at 
different time offsets. 
 

5.1.3 Volume 
The result of my own implementation is visually pleasing, I believe much more can be 
done in ways of volumetrical graphics by use of subsurface scattering and other 
lighting techniques without actually using voxels in gas/fluid simulations. Also this 
kind of implementation is (even with fill rate issues) far cheaper than any voxel-
simulation. Real volumetrical simulations are showing up in newer generations of 
games; I doubt this is will be the death of billboards, they are just too versatile. 
 

5.1.4 Spherical Billboard 
The spherical billboarding produced the expected results and completely removed 
the problems with billboard clipping and popping artifacts. Since I use per pixel 
operations to handle the lighting including spherical billboarding was an given 
addition. 
 

5.1.5 Results 
Finally what looks correct is correct! When working with entertainment the only one 
important feature is the presentation. If the texture used does not resemble smoke 
but looks like smoke in the final composition, then it is smoke as far as the viewer is 
concerned. 
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5.2 Further work 
I would have liked to continue testing different techniques that might enhance the 
volumetric look and shape of the smoke, also subsurface scattering looks to be one 
of the most promising methods to achieve even more realism for smoke and gas 
effects. There are many different techniques and methods that could provide a good 
result. I would also like to try and expand the elements to say fire or other gas-like 
effects other than smoke. Figure 5.1 illustrates some interesting effects due to errors 
in the fragment shader during development. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 5.1: An error in the fragment shader resulted in some interesting side-effect. 
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